Ecological Strategy
Keeping in mind the end goal to leave a more decent world for future eras, Tensaform A.Ş. has been
set up for the assurance of normal assets and manageable advancement. , Creates and actualizes
ventures went for bringing issues to light of the whole society, beginning with its workers. In each
part that goes into the movement field of our organization, adding to the foundation of a feasible
future with ecologically well‐disposed practices and important measures while organizing the
business forms, every one of the representatives of the organization and every one of the partners
who are coordinated add to being earth cognizant and cognizant people.
The fundamental rule that make up our organization's natural arrangement are as per the following:
•

Take proactive measures in all exercises to counteract air, water and soil contamination

•

To do studies to guarantee persistent change and advancement in natural exercises

•

To follow the natural parts of national and worldwide legitimate and different necessities set
up

•

To add to the "sound environment" of non‐administrative associations' work on the earth

•

Reduce costs, enhance efficiency and long haul benefit by taking a shot at the premise of
collaboration and trust that will guarantee quality, ecological mindfulness and employer
stability with providers of merchandise and enterprises

•

To continually enhance and direct the exercises in all segments and administration units in a
methodical and general way

The best verification of the powerful execution of these standards, which our organization embraces
to every one of its workers, is that our Organization has ISO 14001 Natural Administration
Framework standard and in addition ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001 gauges. Our organization goes past
national enactment and satisfies worldwide commitments. Furthermore, our organization has been
ensured by TSE inside the extent of administration norms.
In all tasks completed in our organization, endeavours are being made to decrease the normal assets
and vitality utilization with the ecologically cordial approach from the plan stage to the conveyance
stage, to counteract soil, air and water contamination, and to recuperate the squanders produced at
the greatest level.
All natural estimation and examination procedures, for example, outflows, clamour, wastewater
release, lighting, establishing, which are required by law and controls are connected in our reality
and vital authorizations are taken. Waste is named perilous waste and recyclable waste and is
authorize and conveyed to authorized associations. The foundation for regular asset and vitality
sparing is set up in all administration structures and lawful periodical upkeep and control of all
hardware and frameworks in the structures are finished.
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